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Introduction

A lot more is to be explored regarding the
finite but retarded transitions of K isomers to
lower K bands. So, in this paper we study the
decay of K isomers and the associated K se-
lection rule [1, 2] and its violation in deformed
nuclei of 182W by using a microscopic model
i.e. Hartree-Fock theory.

We make a consistent application of Peierls-
Yoccoz procedure [3] which gives J selection
rule for reduced matrix elements for electro-
magnetic transitions among states of various
bands, but there is no K selection rule forbid-
ding J allowed transitions between bands.

TABLE I: J to J-2 BE(2) values in e2fm4 for
K=0+ and K=10+ band of 182W.
Transitions BE(2;J→J-2) Transitions BE(2;J→J-2)

2+gr → 0+gr 0.8181×104 12+iso → 10+iso 0.7324×103
4+gr → 2+gr 0.1167×105 13+iso → 11+iso 0.1729×104
6+gr → 4+gr 0.1282×105 14+iso → 12+iso 0.2778×104
8+gr → 6+gr 0.1337×105 15+iso → 13+iso 0.3784×104
10+gr → 8+gr 0.1368×105 16+iso → 14+iso 0.4710×104

TABLE II: J to J-2 BE(2) values in e2fm4 and
J to J-1 BM(1) values in µ2

N for K=10+→K=0+

band of 182W.
Transitions BE(2;J→J-2) Transitions BM(1;J→J-1)

10+iso → 8+gr 0.4106×10−4 10+iso → 10+gr 0.3×10−7

10+iso → 10+gr 0.1963×10−3 11+iso → 10+gr 0.3070×10−6

11+iso → 10+gr 0.2353×10−2 11+iso → 12+gr 0.4614×10−6

12+iso → 10+gr 0.8295×10−2 12+iso → 12+gr 0.7755×10−5
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Hartree-Fock theory and Angular
Momentum Projection Formalism

We start with the model space which con-
sists of 1g7/2, 2d5/2, 2d3/2, 3s1/2, 1h11/2,
1h9/2, 2f7/2, 1i13/2, and 2g9/2 with single-
particle energies -6.92, -5.30, -3.58, -3.298,
-4.376, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 and 5.5 MeV respec-
tively for protons. Also for neutrons we have
1h9/2, 2f7/2, 2f5/2, 3p3/2, 3p1/2, 1i13/2, 1i11/2,
2g9/2, and 1j15/2 with single particle energies
-10.943, -11.629, -8.407, -8.739, -7.776, -9.494,
-4.049, -3.485 and -0.95. The force strength of
the residual interaction (surface delta) is taken
as 0.15 MeV.

The microscopic model of Hartree-Fock
comprises of self consistent deformed Hartree-
Fock mean field obtained with a surface delta
residual interaction. To get states of good J,
angular momentum projection is done by the
help of projection operator [4]

|ψJK
〉

=
2J + 1

8π2

∫
dΩDJ∗

MK(Ω)R(Ω)|φK
〉

(1)

where, R(Ω) is the rotation operator and Ω
represents the Euler angles α, β, γ.

The energies and electromagnetic transition
operators are calculated by finding out their
matrix elements which consists of integration
over Euler angles. The reduced matrix ele-
ments of tensor operator TL with multipolar-
ity L is expressed as

〈
ψJ1K1
||TL||ψJ2K2

〉
=

(J2 + 1/2)(2J1 + 1)1/2

(NJ1
K1K1

NJ2
K2K2

)1/2

×
∑
µ(ν)

CJ2 L J1µ ν K1

∫ β

0

dβsin(β)dJ2µK2
(β)

×
〈
φK1
|TLν e−iβJy |φK2

〉
(2)
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FIG. 1: (a) Energy spectra of K=0+ and K=10+

of 182W (b) Plot of J overlaps for K=0+ and
K=10+ intrinsic states.

where,

NJ
K1K2

=

∫ π

0

dβsin(β)dJK1K2
(β)

×
〈
φK1
|e−iβJy |φK2

〉
(3)

is the overlap integral. It is to be noted that
the Clebsh Gordan coefficient in Eqn. 2 for the
reduced matrix element has only J selection
rule and there is total absence of K-selection
rule for inhibition of J allowed electromagnetic
transitions.

Results and Conclusion
Angular momentum projection from K=0+

and K=10+ intrinsic states is done and the
results of the spectra is shown in Fig.1(a)
along with the overlap integral (Eqn. 3) in
Fig.1(b), suggesting that the wave packets are
well spread. We get the energy overlap (Eqn.
2) of the K=10+ states

〈
10+isomer|H|10+gr

〉
=

0.342 eV whereas the experimental energy dif-
ference between the two states is ∆(10+isomer−
10+gr) = 0.519 MeV . We find that the

interaction energy is much smaller than the
energy diiference (by a factor of 1.5×106).
So, we confirm that there is no k mixing.
Table I shows the BE(2) values K=0+ and
K=10+ band. Also, the BE(2) and BM(1) for
K=10+→K=0+ are enlisted in Table II which
reveal that the transitions are finite and of the
order 10−8 of the values of transitions within
a band. It is noteworthy that there is no K se-
lection rule in our theoretical model prohibit-
ing E2 and M1 transition but only J selection
rule. Thus, we conclude that the K selection
rule violating E2 and M1 transitions from the
10+ to 0+ band are finite but retareded which
is in agreement with experiments [1, 5] and
there is no K mixing in our microscopic calcu-
lation.
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